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DINGBATS MESSAGE 

MNEilUKUOIIBI. 
OHHKI 

You have in your hands a tantalising preview of what is to come in the first 
issue when it hits the streets on February 25. Super NES owners can revel in 
over 75 pages of busted beauties including Mickey's Magical Quest, King 
Arthur’s World, Another World, Super Ghouls ’N Ghosts, Wing Commander 
and Tiny Toons. Not to mention the largest solution ever printed in a single 

Issue, the complete and utterly comprehensive guide to Zelda 3: A Link to the 

NES owners will whoop with joy at the busted remains of Tiny Toon 
Adventure and Pirates!, as well as full solutions to Mickey Mouse and 
Super Mario Land 2 on everybody’s favourite hand-held. 
Peruse the pages of this sample copy. The full screen maps, 
meticulously pieced together by our team of experts, are an XS 
trademark. No other magazine goes Into this amount of detail. All the 
cheats, codes, passwords and In-depth commentary you will ever 
need to complete the toughest games are guaranteed in every 
issue. Why not check out Super XS #1 in February, and see how 

the world’s greatest gameplayers can help you win? 

Super XS Is what all Nintendo addicts have been crying out for! 
With over 160 pages of tips and solutions every two months, this is just a sample of what 
a Super XS players’ guide can do for you. 

No reviews, letters or news pages to get In the way, just 100% tips, cheats and fully 
mapped solutions for all Nintendo consoles. Super XS is unique! No other 
Magazine is totally devoted to busting all the latest games and printing exclusive 
cheats. If you want a cheat, you can bet it’s In the Super XS Busters A-Z, over 20 

pages of cheat listings for the hardened console heads. 



Batman starts his cru¬ 
sade against the Joker 
on the roof of the 
Gotham City Cathedral. 
Here you will face spiked 
ball and chains and a 
vertical climb to reach 
the end of level. 

Having reached the top of the 
cathedral you find yourself on the 
roof tops chasing the Joker’s air¬ 
ship. This Is a continually 
scrolling screen so watch your 
step and dodge the bullets from 
the airship. 

Having disposed of the goon on the roof 
tops you now find yourself in the Joker’s 
warehouse, this place is teeming with 
thugs and traps so your jumping and 
shooting are going to have to be accurate. 
The clown prince of crime has many-a- 
trap baited for you so watch your step and 
keep those batarangs handy! 

Just when you thought it was safe to 

return to Gotham city, the undisputed king 

of evil pranks has returned. The Joker is 

back! Luckily along with the city's arch 

prankster comes Batman the caped cru¬ 

sader to defend his beloved city. 

You must negotiate your way through the 

Joker’s factories, army camps and the top 

of the Gotham city Cathedral. All these 

areas are littered with bat-crushing traps, 

and of course the Joker’s goons. 

Batman: Return Of The Joker on 

the NES has a plethora of 

power-ups and weapons all of 

which need to be used if you 

are to defeat the Joker. " 

SUNSOFf • £39.99 • PIATFORM SHOOT-'EM-UP 

Shoot these boxes to gain 

weapons and power crys- 

tals. Collect enough of 

them and you become 

invincible for a limited 

* period of time. 

Walk up to the spiked balls and 

wait for them to fall. When riiey 

start to ri|p, run under them 

before they fall again. 

<ifM are happy with the 

^w^pon that you hov^ dc 

Dother lb WcM these fexe 

jnqke a run for it. 

As you ^each this corn« 

•drop toyom^nees ana 

fire, to take out the goon 

waiting for you on the 

other side. As y<|^ 

progress through the 

level, stay as close to the 

right of the screen as you 

can to avoid being 

• To keep clear of the 

cannon ffe from 

abive, stajn as before 

^ t<j the right of Hie 

scr^n. This v/oy you 

will have mor| time to 

dodge tfjg^ullets. 

Blast these crates for extra 

v/eapons and to make the 

jump to the platform eosi- 

er. Again, jump before the 

platform disappears. 

As the moving platfong 

reaches this point, jun^ 

before it falls into oblivion. 
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guardian 
Joker’s nriain 
he end of the 
0 start with a 
a weedy forty 

ike short work 

our first meeting witn u 
hovs if yo^ picked up ti 
eTre should be no Pi 

^ eiqhty thousand and he 
d Jiust keep firing and 

Leave this box alone 
and the thug will not 
be able to shoot you. 
However if you are fast 
and have a powerful 
weapon you can blast 
him and the box 
before he can return 
fire. 

)u will hove to be very ( 
fore your weapons hav( 
desired effect on these 

Jump onto this rising 
plotlorm to gain access 
to the higher stages. 
There are several mov¬ 
ing pbtforms, all of 
which need precise tim- 

Crouch down as soon as you 
'land and blast the goon into 
next week before he does tl^ 
same to y(». * ^ 

Take out this bo*tfor 
weapon you will need f 

forthcoming 

fAake sure you don t 
*get stuck behind this 
box and crushed, so 

blast it as soon as you 
can. Blast this crate before lupip- 

ing on the lift or yoi^v^f find 
life difficult when it to 
^^tting <^. 

As vou rise up on this 
* blPcK, shoollip to take 
care of the goon waiting 

for you at the top. 
For the complete 

10 page solution to this 
game, get Super XS, on 

sale February 25th! 
Waif for the pbtfottn to the 
top, then jump and you will make it 
across no problem. With the second 
platform, jump as it is about to lower 
on the righthand side. 

the corner before you jump 
to carry you off this level. 
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By ascending on an apple, it is pos¬ 
sible to reach this plalromn. A total 

waste of time you may think, but by 

Use the blocks at the side of the 
hut to gain access to the roof. 
You'll notice an unusual 
arrangement of blocks in the 
middle. Simply break through 
them to enter your first secret 
room, wowzers! 

Avoid the prickly stretches of the 
vine as the sharp thorns could turn 
your baby-soft skin septic; resulting 
in a severe loss of energy. 

waking up this dozy chicken, you'll 
gain a coin or two. 

Not only do these huge, 
over-ripe tomatoes look 

appetising, but by jump¬ 
ing on them, Mickey 

can also use them as a 
fast getaway. But be 

careful, don't let them 
run away from you. 

Use this series of blocks 
to manoeuvre Mickey 
over the prickly vines. 
However, be on the 
lookout for hostile 
Bumble Bees. 

Kill the furry Beaver, then 
wander through the centre 

of the lodge to gain a 
secret 2-Up bonus. 

These blocks conceal the entrance 
to the General Store. Once inside, 

you'll have an opportunity to 
spend all of those gold coins 
you've been eageny saving. 

If you manage to ride the giant tomato to the foot of the hill, then 
the ramp will give you enough height to reach this small platform. 

Jump into the treetops and vast wonders await you. 

This third tomato ploys a 
key part on this level. 

However, to benefit from its 
uses, Mick^ must master the art of vegetable 

balancing as they role uncontrollably down the 
slope. This can be done by running in the oppo¬ 

site direction, as it gathers momentum. 

Arguably 
the 

game of 1992, I 
Magical (firesf certainly left the office staff 

open-mouthed as they gaped at its picturesque 
graphics, heavenly gameplay, and atmospheric 

overtones. Indeed. Capcom’s Christmas gem 
certainly captivated everyone fortunate enough 

to view its beauty. Now especially for the XS 
readers, we literally tear the game apart, 

exposing all it’s hidden treasures. Read on for 
the ultimate mousy guide, XS style! 

Well Mickey old chap, this is where your per¬ 
ilous quest begins. Rather than journey down 
to “Bronco Bill’s” shaggy dog centre, you’ve 
decided to risk life and limb for the same old 
dense-doggy you’ve had for over fifty years. 
So be it! This first level gives you a taster of 
what wonders lie ahead. Brush up on your 
control skills and venture on dude! 

You should have a pretty good 
idea of what you’re up against by 
now, so be cautious of what lies 
around the corner. This level is 
just a straight dash to the exit, so 
make haste and whatever you do, 
don’t look behind you! 

Life is but a downhill 
struggle, and never was a 
truer word said in this 
instance. An incredibly steep hill 

provides all sorts of hazards 
for our hero, so make use 

of the various clouds and 
clocks available. However the 
worst is yet to come as you’ll dis- 

cover at the bottom. 

6 SupirMS AAARCH 1993 



may look friendly and affec¬ 
tionate at first, but one bite 

on tbe bum from these slime- 
balls and you'll wish you 

hadn't given tnem the benifit 

along the small series of 
clouds to the right. Untold 
riches await you (honest!). 

Always try to keep your head 
above water because a frail 
mouse such as yourself could 

asily drown in such 

These Star-Fish may look life¬ 
less and stationary at first, but 

once ol' big ears dips his feet in 
the water, they'll instantly come 

to life and home in on you. 

an extra large bonus block con¬ 
taining an extra heart of energy? 

If Mickey lands in the 
drink, use the jump button 
to keep afloat, otherwise, 
you'll helplessly sink into 

Just before the exit, 
Mickey is greeted by a 
stack of golden blocb. 

Bust-'em-up to reveal 

This repulsive maggot can be killed by lobbing 
blocks at his overgrown head. However, he will 
retaliate by jumping towards you. As he does, jump 
over his deadly tail and land on his head scoring 
further hit points. When his tail is fully depleated, 
the giant worm will start jumping tov^rds you. A 
couole more well-timed iumos will vanauish this psy- 

Make your merry way 
up to the top of the y : ■; 
level using the various > ! 
blocks that are scat-'^j / 
tered around. ■' 

chadelic, sabre-toothed, creepy-crowly for ever! 

This block contains refreshing, 
health hearts, so stock up 'cos 
you're sure gonna need 'em. 

By keeping your finger on 
the fire button, Mickey will 

conjure up a huge ball of 
fire. This is very effective 
against this unscary row 

of bouncing monkey nuts! 

Use the springy branches to 
jump to great heights, these will 
help you get to hidden bonus 
blocks and secret platforms. 

Having squashed the first guardian, it’s 
straight onto the second stage. Just 
before the action commences, Mickey 
will be awarded with a magicians cos¬ 
tume. Once worn, this suit will provide 
Mickey with untold powers which will 
aid him in his quest. 

Level 

Drop into this dark pit to gain access to a secret 
room, once inside, blast the blocks to reveal extra 

coins and an extra heart of energy. 

i Don't dawdle near water, otherwise those hungry 
fish will not hesitate in lunging at you in an attempt 

to drag you into the drink! 
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Get Britain’s only Nintendo 
piaying guide delivered direct to 
your door every month. Save 
time, save trouble, save money - 
subscribe today! 

Take out a year’s subscription for 
the once-oniy special price of 
£12.70 and save a phenomenai 
£5 on newsstand prices. 
Guaranteed, this is a never-to-be- 
repeated speciai offer. 

Super XS is the compiete playing 
solutioni 



now 
om© 

Super XS is Britain's oniy 
regular magazine 
dedicated to showing 
you the techniques and 
tactics to win at all the 
top Nintendo games. It's 
an unmissable read 
featuring complete 
solutions, hints and tips, 
and exclusive game- 
busting ploys for the NES, 
Super NES and Game 

J Boy. Furthermore, it's 
100% colour, contains 
over 160 packed pages 
and has over 250 games 
busted and beaten 
every issue. There's 
nothing like it... and 
nothing comes close! 

Super XS SubscripHon Form 
Of course I want to be a winner... that’s why I’m taking out a 
subscription to Britain’s only Nintendo hints & tips magazine. 
Please rush me the following: 

OPTION 1 » ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO SUPER XS* 
Please indicate whether the subscription is for the UK, Europe 
or elsewhere in the World. 

□ UK £12.70 □ Europe £22.70 □ Rest of World £32.70 

*Take out o subscription for one year and you save o 
staggering £5 on newsstand prices! 

OPTION 2 •- TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO SUPER XS* 
Piease indicate whether the subscription is for the UK, Europe 
or eisewhere in the World. 

□ UK £22.90 □ Europe £32.90 □ Rest of World £42.90 

*Take out a subscription for two years and you save even 
more on newsstand prices - an unprecedented £12.50! 

YOUR DETAILS «■ 
I would like the subscription to start from issue number. 

if you are either taking out a subscription for ypurseif or giving 
a subscription to Super XS as a gift, piease fill , in your detaiis 
below: 

Name.Signature... 

Address... 

Postcode.Phone number... 

Method of payment piease indicate your choice 

□ CHEQUE / POSTAL ORDER 
Piease make payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd 

□ CREDiT CARD Expiry date_ 

Card number_/_/_/_i_ 

if you are giving a subscription to Super XS as a gift to 
someone, please fill in the lucky recipient's details below: 

Name.Signature... 

Address..’.. 

Postcode.Phone number 

Please return this coupon or a photocopy of it (together with 
your cheque / PO if applicable made payable to Paragon 
Publishing Ltd) in an envelope to the following address: Super 
XS Subs, Paragon Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST (BH 1255), 
BOURNEMOUTH, BH1 IBR. It won't cost you a penny in stamps 
if posted in the UK. Alternatively, call our credit card hotline on 
0202 299W0 or fax us with your details on 0202 299955. 

FORMOOMAR 



w- ICEMAN 
The cxxjlest pibt on the clow, Ice has the 
best kill ratio and is a very dependable 
wirigman. His no-nonsense approach 
means if you tell him to destroy a 
Frothi, he vdll won't hesitate. If you are 

unfortunate enough to fall into the 
Rostov system (see Star Wars), Iceman 
will be your co-pibt. 

The complete opposite to Iceman, 
Manioc lives up to his name. Completely 
untrustworthy, he hits the turbos at the 
faintest sniff of a Kilrathi and plunges 
into the fray with no rMord far yours or 
his own safety, ^^xirt fiom being totally 
crazed. Maniac is a good shot but lack 
discipline and often Sxwts you instead 
of the enemy. You meet him in the early 
systems, unfortunately. 

like iceman, Bossman has a stupid 
name but is very dependable. In fact, if 
you g^ into a scrap with this man, be 
prepared to loose some of your kills 
because he's fast and ruthless. 
Bossman is probably the best wing- 
man, due to his accuracy and steadfast 
bravery. Bossman accompanies you in 
the Kurasama system. 

This old veteran is a good shot but not 
as willing to join the fight as some. 
Paladin only has a short vdiile until his 
retirement so he is content to leave 
fleein' Kilrathi or stand down from an 
attack situation. Don't even bother 

ordering Paladin against a Rabri 
because he will either completely 
ignore you or get killed in five seconds. 

How stereotypical can you get? Hunter 
is the token aussie and as such, the 
programmers hove seen fit to let him 
slurr his words and swear a bt. Hunter 
is fairly reliable ( although he tends to 
dodge Frathi whenever possible ) and 
is determined to win the war, but he 
does tend to j^t ambushed easily and 
it always calling far help. You meet 
hunter in Venice. 

KNIGHT 
If you fly with Knight, he rarely seems 
to destroy any Kilrathi and this fuels the 
loose talk concerning his byalty. Knight 
seems content to stay back and let you 
do all the work while he fills his flying 
suit. Unfortunately you get lumped with 
this sad excuse far a pilot in Dakota. 

^ ANGEI 
The sweetest pece on the Claw. Angel is 
a Parisian pibt of out-standing capabili¬ 
ty and nerve. She will always ob^ you 
in combat but her accuracy leaves a bt 
to be desired. Angel is also obsessed 
with the statistics of be war such as fuel 
to weight ratios and how many missiles 
it takes to kill a Drathi. She is oftwi a 
source of useful information. 

Although quiet, Spirit is very good at 
her job although she only accompanies 
you on the first missions which are very 
easy. The only really annoying thing 
about Spirit is that no matter who you 
are, she always calls you "Dommo". 

Wing Commander is the first of a new genera 

tion of space comhat games featuring dlgi’ 

tised alien space craft and full screen ani» . 

mated sequences that unfold like a motion | 

picture. You play a greenie recruit to theC 

MINDSCAPE £54.99 SHOOT-'EM-UP 

HlEKf'ill] j |[jiy 

Tiger’s Claw, an allied space carrier that carries the | 

cream of Earth’s fighter pilots waging war against 

the invading Kilrathi forces. The following guide is 

all you will ever need to complete this excellent 

game including the shortest route to success, all the 

mission strategies, pilot profiles and enemy tactics. - 

Remember to enter the name ACE for the passwords 

or they will not work! 
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CONFEDERATION FIGHTERS 
HORNET 

Fast and highly manoeuvrable, the Hornet 
is the least sophisticated of the confedera¬ 
tion's fighters, me shields are relatively strong 
but she has low power weapons that hardly 
scratch a tough ship like a Gratha. If you suc¬ 
cessfully complete the first system without 
mishap, you will be moved to Blue Angel 
squacfron commanding a Scimitar-class 
medium fighter. 

Hill 

SCIMITAR 
^Lacking the sophisticated look, the Scimitar 
is the workhouse of the confederation and a 
powerful mid-rnnge fighter/bomber. As with 
the Hornet, the Scimitar only has one set of 
weapons and a single set of weak missiles. 
Due to the weight increase, the craft is slower 
than the Hornet but you should find the 
incoming craft are destroyed a lot quicker due 
to the bwfed up front lasers. 

Hill 

RAPTOR 
Complete a successful tour of duty in all the 

systems up to the McAuliffe system and the 
commander will re-assign you to a Raptor- 
class heavy fighter. For me first time you get 
to choose oeN^n front firing weapons such 
as laser cannons, neutron guns and full 
weapons. More missiles, heavy shields but 
you sacrifice speed and manoeuvrability. 

RAPIER 
ilr Ihe Rapier is first offered in the Gimie system 

and is the latest fighter protot)pe. Super-fast, heavi¬ 
ly gunned but it looses out in armour. Once the 
mi^s on this baby hove been depleted you can kiss 
your ass goodbye. Like the Raptor, the Rapier has a 
selection of weapons to use in different situations but 
the guns take an age to re-charae if damaged. Once 
you have completed the trial missiai, you are 
assigned to the newly formed Black Lion squcdrcm 
with only Rapiers, in the Kurasarrxj system. . . 

mm 

KILRATHI FIGHTERS 

For the complete 
10 page solution to this 

game, get Super XS, on 
sale February 25th! 

SALTHI 
looking distinctly like something from | 

Battlestar daloctica, the Salthi are the main 
Kilrathi hqhters and have two to four powerful 
lasers on lie wings. The Salthi will usually 
from the front then stay close and ram you as I 
many times as possible before closing in for the ! 
kill. Like the Drathi, a heavy dose to the front as i 
it attacks will be fatal. The shields are weakest j 
on the side. 

powertui \ 
illy attack i 

Hill 

DRATHI 
Incredibly quick, short range fighter. The 

Drathi is the weakest of all Kilrathi craft and 
can be destroyed before they have even got a 
shot off. A concentrated stream of lasers to the 
nose will be enough to take one out and 
maybe a missile for good measure (although 
you should save the neovy weapons for me 
iX3se ships). Drathi have medium bsers and 
shouldn't prove too much trouble, even in 
lar^ numbers. 

mm 

^ JALTHI 
Jalfhi are found only in the real 

'hotspots' of the galaxy because they are 
the tough boys of the Kilrathi fleet. There is 
no real physical difference between the Salthi 
and Jalmi except that the latter is green and 
has improved shields and six heavy guns. All 
the pilots on the Claw fear the Jalthi oecause 
many of the aces like Bahktosh Redclaw use 
them. Don't let a Jathi get behind you or . ^ 

5u'll feel the wrath of its six guns. Deadly! ' you li teel t 

Hill 

KRANT 
Heavily armoured with loads of differ¬ 

ent guns but agile with it, makes the Krant a 
fearsome opponent. Most of the ships you 
will encounter are Krant because they serve 
both as a long range bomber and an escort 
fighter. You wHi usually need at least two full 
cfforges of laser plus a missile to take one of 
these babies out. 

Hill mm 

GRATHA 
The worst thing about Grathas are their 

deadly speed. The Kilrathi use these heavily 
armoured bombers to attack confederation 
base ships like the Clow. You will find that a 
wing of three Gratha will take it in turns to 
bornb the ship while you chase the other two 
into deep space. The only time you are going 
to catch them up is to wait for them to turn. 
When this happens, blast them with everything 
you've got. You may not get another chance. 

Hill 
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Tiny Toons are doin’ it for 
themseives and are about to 

hit your screens. Buster 
Bunny has had his girlfriend 

kidnapped by a spoilt brat 
called Montana Max who lives 

in a castle surrounded by 23 
madcap levels. Sizzling car¬ 

toon graphics, huge sprawling 
levels and all your favourite 

characters are included in 
this Marioesque masterpiece! 

isilydeall with all you have 
Sreheodstoget them out tViese rots are ea 

to do is jump on 

|ofyoorv/ay. 
rery useW heart, 
one hit from any 
ing on to it tor os 
long os possible. 

This balloon contains 

this will protect yw In 
advancing rats. Try to 

Grab all the caiTots you 

.n,natanV«f%9-^ 
you an extra life but you 

will be able to seeing 
lorkl For the extra life you 

.jA\ need thirty or more . 

lb get Spindizzy to become a 
whirlwind just press the 'B' but¬ 
ton. Use this move sparingly as 
it takes some time to recharge 

|Spindizzy's energy. 

Make straight for the exit 
and jump right into the 

next level.( 

Burst this balloon and 
you will be able to 

change into the char¬ 
acter you chose at the 
beginning of the level. 

In this case, the 
Tasmanian devil. 

When you land here wait for a rot to 
attack, Nvhen it does jump and kill 
him. If you try it. further on, you will 

} cave and it 
Jump from here when the duck is 

descending so that you bounce off 
his head and collect the carrots. 

tend to hit the roof of the 
will be you >vho gets killed. 

WAAAKKI 

Get as cbse to the edge as you * 
can to make the jump from this 

platform to Its larger neighbour. 

1 a valley and the most 

h you is Spindizzy the 
first level It is quite stra 
as many carrots as yo 
r, iater on in the ^m 
ou will encounter are th 

This Igv©! 3lthouQh similsr to th© first hss mor© rsts to 
contond with and r©quir©s som© accurat© jumping. It is 
h©r© that Spindizzy will show his prowoss as a rat 
catch©r. Don’t forgot th© carrots, th© mor© you go.t th© 
mor© livos you will got from Hamton. 

I 
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Go through this door for your 
first meeting with Hamton Pig , 

for every thirty carrots he will 
give you an extra life. 

Run straight past the dog with the 
v/eights before he has a chance to 

throw them at yo^ 

To reach this platform 
you must leap from the 

top of the previous 
platform. If you are the 
cat then you can climb 
up the wall if you miss. 

Come through here slovdy as 
two pumpkins will appear from 
the right. Jump on them once 
and they will stop jumping a 
second time and explode. 

w Burst this balloon for the first Inside this balloon is a clock 
which will freeze time. You will 
need this to complete the level 

and pick up a nice time bonus. 

Toon-A-Round, use i 
into Spindizzy Devil. 

Use Spindizz/s spin attack to 
eHxist the ghosts of the castle. 
There are two sets to get past 

so take a rest while you 
recharge Dizzy's energy, j 

If your nerve is flagging in this 
dark castle, drop down to this 
platform and get the heart in 

this balloon./ 

As you reach the top, make 
sure that Spindizzy has full 

energy because you are going 
to need it to beat the gnosts.j 

Stand on the edge and keep the run button pressed so that your 
Toon passes und^ the spikes before they hit you. 

MARCH 1 

rr rr 

rfrrrfrrf^n 
■rrrrrrfTnrm 
n ^ rr rr p* r’-n ‘ 

This little girl just loves j|' 
cuddle bunny rabbits, so f, 
as she runs towards j. 
you hop over her head f 
to the other side. Do 
this twice and an exit i 

will appear take it to the | 
next level. f 

Use Spindizzy again for this section, 
his lethal spin will prove most effective 
against the many enemies you will 
face. There are more balloons to col¬ 
lect but only pick up the Toon-A-Round 
(swaps characters) star if it will aid in 
your quest to find Babs. As well as rats 
you will meet up with Halloween 
pumpkins out to stop you. 

5 comp'®'® 

'otot'on to ^ 

,bruarv^5i 



lu AlJU^i luM-SlW ^1 ■tioMx\»:i:r 
HfiBI 

Break Tliis 

»»*« 

climb over. 

^^^^^Mickey Mouse 
^AW^P^lhas been released 
I Q J^for quite some 
MHL^prl time and we’ve 

had loads of readers 
pleading for a solution. Weil, 
here it is! All levels mapped out 
including the locations of keys, 
weapons and most importantly, 
extra lives. The descriptions here 
are brief; we thought we would 
let the maps do the talking. After 
all, you only need to know where 
everything is don’t you? Just in 
case you still cannot complete 
this cracking game, we’ve aiso 
included all the passwords. 

£24.99 PUTFORM ADVENTURE 

ririihrti 

There are just enough weapons to kill 
all the baddies in your way on this level. 
Remennber that if you are on stairs, 
nothing can kill you. Just walk onto the 
ropes to climb along them to safety. 

A really easy introduction to the game, level one only has 
five keys and a simple warp. No problem! 

Get the hammer as soon as possible 
and zig-zag down the level with the 
ninp^ to rivoid ponfrontations 

Lure the first two trolls down the set of stairs at the bottom. This way, you don’t have to use any weapons. 
Get the pickaxe before you go to the top because you need it to climb the top block. 

This sort of level is where Super XS maps are perfect. Use the map 
to follow the pipes so that you know which routes to take. The ham¬ 
mer must be collected to break any blocks and be careful not to get 
caught on the ropes on the right. As with stairs, if you enter a pipe 
with an enemy, you will not be harmed. Use this to your advantage. 

Another easy level, use the 
pipes to dodge enemies. 
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Use the hammer 
to break this 
block. 

Bomb Pickaxe 

Shield 

Hammer Smart bomb 

Extra life Arrow 

Timer 

TSfl If things are getting tight on this 
level, use the important smart 
bomb at the bottom for maxi- 
mum devastation! 

Note the dotted warp route. 
This is the only way across. On 
the right you will need to push 
the weight on the baddie below. 

This level looks daunting but because Mickey can survive 
long falls, just jump off the towers if things get too hot. 
Note the extra life on the right. Kill the guy outside first! 

[ level 11^ 
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